
Sonatas for Violin and for Cello
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Cello and piano
The two Op 5 sonatas (in F and G) were composed during a visit to the court of

Frederick 1I in Berlin and were performed by Beethoven with one of the court

cellists, Jean Louis Duport (although Frederick was himself a keen and competent

cellist). These sonatas were the first to be composed for this combination of

instruments for some time and break new ground in placing both players on an

equal footing rather than subordinating the keyboard to a continuo role. Each has

only two movements - an Allegro and Rondo - and the absence of a slow movement

may have been designed to address the problem of the dynamic imbalance between

the two instruments which would have been accentuated in extended adagio

passages (although both sonatas open with a substantial slow introduction).

Beethoven’s accomplishment as a composer for the cello is underlined by the fact

that Duport incorporated many of the techniques found in these sonatas in his

instructional manual for the cello.

Apart from the three sets of variations on “See the Conqu’ring Hero Comes”

(WoO 45) from Handel’s Judas Maccabeus , “Ein Mädchen oder Weibchen” (Op 66)

and “Bei Männern” (WoO 46) from Die Zauberflöte of 1796, 1797 and 1801

respectively, Beethoven did not write for the cello again until 1807 when he began

the Op 69 sonata in A major dedicated to his friend Baron Ignaz Gleichenstein. Like

the Op 5 sonatas, it has no proper slow movement although there is a short 18 bar

Adagio section between the second movement Scherzo and the finale.

Another nine years were to pass before Beethoven returned to the cello, this time at

the request of his friend and confidante Countess Marie Erdödy. In 1808, she had

played a major part in organising the payment of an annuity to Beethoven by

Archduke Rudolph and Princes Kinsky and Lobkowitz, which was designed to
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relieve him of financial pressures (although in reality it was some years before this

was assured). However soon afterwards, Beethoven quarrelled with her (a recurring

feature of his tempestuous personal life) and it was only in 1815 that they were

reconciled – the olive branch on her part being the gift of thirty four bottles of

wine. Beethoven was happy that relations had been re-established with Erdödy and

her young family, of which he was very fond, and possibly it was these personal

associations that prompted the writing of this deeply-felt work in a period

otherwise devoid of creativity.

Beethoven wrote the sonatas with the cellist Joseph Linke in mind. He had recently

become part of the Erdödy household as music tutor to the children following the

disbanding of Prince Rasumovsky’s private quartet in which he had played after the

disastrous fire which destroyed Rasumovsky’s palace. Beethoven was therefore well

acquainted with him and his playing style and may have consulted him on matters

of technique.

Op 102 no. 1 in C major is a two movement work which follows the pattern of the

previous sonatas in omitting a slow movement although, as in the Op 5 sonatas, it

opens with a slow introduction begun by the unaccompanied cello (like Op 69). On

this occasion, the second Allegro is also introduced by an Adagio passage after which

the opening bars are recalled in a fashion that looks forward to the Op 101 piano

sonata and ultimately the Ninth Symphony.

Op 102 no. 2 in D major is a three movement work which, at last, includes a full

scale slow movement before a massive fugal finale which points the way towards his

fascination with that form in the late period works.
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Piano and violin
Although primarily famous as a keyboard virtuoso, Beethoven was also a capable

string player. He had been taught the violin as a child first by his father and then his

second cousin Franz Rovantini and became competent enough to play the viola in

the Bonn theatre orchestra. Not long after his arrival in Vienna, he became

acquainted with and took regular lessons from Ignaz Schuppanzigh, then first violin

of Prince Lichnowsky’s quartet, he also came into contact with many of the famous

players of the day - Kreutzer, Baillot, Bridgetower and Rode - whose differing styles

had some influence on his compositions. Two early works for piano and violin – the

Rondo in G (WoO41) and the variations on “Se vuol ballare” (WoO 40), were

followed in 1798 by the set of three sonatas, Op 12, which Beethoven dedicated to

Salieri, possibly in recognition of the advice and assistance Salieri had given him on

vocal writing techniques. These three movement sonatas share a mood of lightness

and simplicity although the critic of the Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung (AMZ)

found them difficult and “bizarre” and likened the experience of listening to them

to being “lost in a forest”.

When Breitkopf and Härtel, whose publishing house produced the AMZ, later

requested new works from him, Beethoven suggested that they might consider

advising their reviewers to show “more discretion and intelligence” and, possibly

coincidentally, the AMZ review of his next two sonatas, Op 23 and Op 24 was a

great deal more favourable. Composed in 1800 and 1801 they were originally

written as a contrasting pair of works and published together as Op 23 nos. 1 and 2

but were subsequently issued separately with individual opus numbers (although

both retained their original dedications to Count Fries). The two sonatas present a

contrast of opposites: Op 23 which is in the rare key of A minor and has an unusual
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Presto first movement in 6/8 time, is serious in tone and compact, while Op 24, in

four movements, displays a genial expansiveness which has earned it the title of the

“Spring Sonata”. Beethoven’s development of an equal partnership between the

instruments is shown in the violin’s long melodic opening statement which is then

picked up and elaborated by the piano. The short Scherzo, in which the violin

comically lags behind the piano, is followed a lyrical finale which recaptures the

mood of the first movement.

The Op 30 sonatas, written in 1802 and dedicated to Tsar Alexander 1st, display

similar internal contrasts. The first in A major is characterised by the same gentle

lyricism as its predecessor, with a restrained dialogue between the instruments in

the first movement followed by tender arioso slow movement. At a late stage in the

creation of the set, Beethoven decided that the original finale was “too brilliant” for

its context and wrote the Allegretto theme and variations with which the sonata now

comes to a good natured conclusion. Beethoven’s intention in making this late

substitution may have been to heighten the contrast with the succeeding sonata, in
C minor. This opens with a terse seriousness which is maintained throughout the

work apart from a brief cheerful interlude of the additional scherzo movement. The

final sonata is in the sunnier key of D major which restores the cheerful mood

especially the Tempo di menuetto second movement and the vivacious Allegro vivace

finale.

In April 1803 Beethoven was introduced to the violinist George Polgreen

Bridgetower and agreed to write a sonata for him to play at a concert a few weeks

later. Possibly because of the limited time available, he decided to use the rejected

original finale of Op 30 no. 1 as the final movement of the new work which meant

that the first two movements of the sonata were composed with an pre-existing end
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point in mind rather than the finale evolving from its predecessors. Despite the time

pressure under which he was working, Beethoven did not compromise on the scope

of the work and the first two movements are of such length as to make the Op 47
sonata the longest by far of all his violin sonatas. When the work was published it

was described as a work for ”pianoforte and violin“ (previous sonatas had been for

keyboard “with violin accompaniment”) and Beethoven underlines the equal

partnership of the instruments by adding the unique qualification “written in a

most concertante style as if in a concerto”. He seems to have been inspired by

Bridgetower’s bravura performance style in the power and energy of the first

movement which is evident from dramatic multiple stopping of the opening bars

(this was apparently one of Bridgetower’s specialities). The second movement is a

leisurely and discursive theme and variations which Bridgetower was forced to sight

read from Beethoven’s part as it was only completed early on the morning of the

performance and there was no time for the violin part to be separately copied.

Bridgetower later commented that Beethoven’s expressive playing in this movement

was “so chaste, always a characteristic of the execution of his slow movements, that

everyone insisted that the passage be repeated”. The finale, whose relative brevity

reveals its origins as part of the more modest Op 30 set, has a fiery vigour which

shows Beethoven’s judgement in replacing it in the earlier work to have been

correct. Beethoven originally intended to dedicate the sonata to Bridgetower, with

what seems to modern sensibilities a rather risqué allusion to his racial origins (his

father was West Indian). However after a disagreement between the two musicians

(possibly over a woman) Beethoven instead presented the work to Rodolphe

Kreutzer with whom he had performed in Vienna in 1798 and whose playing he

much admired. Unfortunately, Kreutzer considered it to be unplayable and refused
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to perform the work which bore his name when it was published as Op 47.

Having produced nine sonatas for piano and violin between 1798 and 1803,

Beethoven set aside the form for several years, returning to it in 1812, when he

composed a work for his pupil Archduke Rudolph to perform with the French

violinist Pierre Rode. The generally restrained tone of the Op 96 sonata with its

gentle pastoral opening, dignified Adagio and amiable theme and variation finale

presents a marked contrast to the extrovert flamboyance of the Kreutzer and was

probably in part designed to accommodate both Rudolph’s capabilities as a pianist

(although a competent player he lacked Beethoven’s virtuosity) and Rode’s playing

style and preferences. Beethoven commented in a letter to Rudolph that “in our

finales we like to have fairly noisy passages but R. does not care for them so I have

been rather hampered.” Rudolph and Rode gave the first performance at Prince

Lobkowitz’s palace on 29th December 1812 and it seems that Rode’s playing was

less than adequate as Rudolph asked Beethoven to send the score to Rode so that he

could practice before their next performance.

The Op 96 sonata was the last major work Beethoven completed before he entered

his long spell of relative inactivity and therefore brings to a close his so-called

“middle period”. However during the years in which he composed little of

importance, he produced two works, the Op 102 cello sonatas whose “simple

grandeur” (in Czerny’s words) prefigures the “late” style of the compositions of his

final years, following the Op 5 sonatas of 1796, and the Op 69 of 1807-8 which

could be said to represent his “early” and “middle” styles.
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